Medicine -- Research -- Statistical methods.
Bar Ilan University -- Dissertations -- Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
המחלקה למדעיคอมьюホームページ -- אוניברסיטת בר-אילן -- ענבים לתאר שני.

International agencies.
Palestinian National Authority.
Bar Ilan University -- Dissertations -- Department of Political Studies.
אוניברסיטת בר-אילן -- עבודה לתאר שני --婚礼 of Political Studies.

(001218486 )
Autistic children -- Language.
Bar Ilan University -- Dissertations -- Department of English Hebrew language.
Language acquisition.
Children -- Language.

Simulated annealing (Mathematics)
Bar Ilan University -- Dissertations -- Faculty of Engineering.

Polydimethylsiloxane.
Microfluidic devices.
Bar Ilan University -- Dissertations -- Department of Chemistry

Pseudomonas aeruginosa.
Bar Ilan University -- Dissertations -- Department of Life Sciences

Alzheimer's disease -- Treatment.
Dopamine agonists.
Bar Ilan University -- Dissertations -- Department of Chemistry

Cell Cycle Proteins
Bar Ilan University -- Dissertations -- Department of Life Sciences

Herodian Dynasty, 37 B.C.E.-ca. 100 C.E -- Congresses.
Jews -- Kings and rulers -- History -- Congresses.
Israel -- History -- To 70 C.E. -- Congresses.
Israel -- History -- 70-638 -- Congresses.


Ruckkehrerzahlungen [electronic resource] : uber die (Un-)Moglichkeit nach 1945 als Jude in Deutschland zu leben / Bettina Bannsch/Michael Rupp (Hg.). Gottingen : V&R unipress, [2018] (002488562)


World War, 1939-1945 -- Territorial questions -- Egypt.

Imperialism.

Egypt -- Foreign relations -- Sudan.

Sudan -- Foreign relations -- Egypt.

Sudan -- Foreign public opinion, Egyptian.


Sudan -- Politics and government -- 1899-1956.
Computational linguistics.
Bar Ilan University -- Dissertations -- Department of Mathematics and Computer Science.
אניברסיטט בר-אילן -- מאמר לתואר שני -- המחלקה למדעי המחשב.

Machine learning.
Bar Ilan University -- Dissertations -- Department of Mathematics and Computer Science.
אניברסיטט בר-אילן -- מאמר לתואר שני -- המחלקה למדעי המחשב.

Baroclinic models.
Bar Ilan University -- Dissertations -- Department of Mathematics and Computer Science.
 shlakhet la'matamitku -- אוניברסיטת בר-אילן -- מאמר לתואר שני -- המחלקה למדעי המחשב.

Convex sets.
Bar Ilan University -- Dissertations -- Department of Mathematics and Computer Science.
אניברסיטט בר-אילן -- מאמר לתואר שני -- המחלקה למדעי המחשב.

Second language acquisition -- Psychological aspects.
Second language acquisition -- Social aspects.
Immigrants -- Israel (State) -- Language.
Bar Ilan University -- Dissertations -- Department of English.
אניברסיטט בר-אילן -- מאמר לתואר שני -- המחלקה לאנגלית.

Children with autism spectrum disorders.
Bar Ilan University -- Dissertations -- Department of Psychology.
אניברסיטט בר-אילן -- מאמר לתואר שני -- המחלקה לפסיכולוגיה.
Jews -- United States -- Social conditions.
Jews -- United States -- Identity.
Judaism -- United States -- History -- 21st century.
United States -- Ethnic relations

Political science -- Philosophy.
Political science -- Methodology.
Political science -- Research.

Social sciences -- Research -- Methodology.
Fuzzy sets.

Islam and politics.

Plato.
Xenophon.

Astrophysics.
Radiation.

Interviewing -- Congresses.
Political science -- Methodology -- Congresses.


Vocational rehabilitation -- Methods.
Counseling -- Methods.
People with disabilities -- Rehabilitation.

Interstellar matter.

Anxiety.
Memory.
Intrusive thoughts.
Narration (Rhetoric)
Psychology.

Learning disabled children -- Education.
Learning disabilities -- Treatment.
BK

Orthodox Judaism -- History.

Neusner, Jacob, 1932-2016,
Rabbis -- United States -- Biography.
Jewish scholars -- United States -- Biography.
Jewish college teachers -- United States -- Biography.
Rabbinical literature -- History and criticism.
Spectrum analysis.
Bar Ilan University -- Dissertations -- Department of Physics
Thin films -- Analysis.

Imagination.
Imagination (Philosophy)

Jewish day schools -- United States -- History -- 20th century.
Jewish children -- Education -- United States -- History -- 20th century.
Children's periodicals, Yiddish -- United States -- History -- 20th century.
Secularism -- United States -- History -- 20th century.

Pottery, Ancient -- Middle East.
Pottery -- Social aspects -- Middle East.
Middle East -- Antiquities.
Middle East -- Social conditions.

Philosophy, Babylonian
Knowledge, Theory of -- Iraq -- Babylonia.

Evil eye -- Mediterranean Region.
Evil eye -- Middle East.
Evil eye -- Biblical teaching.
Envy.
Hittite language -- Writing.
Inscriptions, Hittite.
Cuneiform inscriptions.

Bible -- Introductions.

Quantum theory.

Astrophysics.
BK

Prison psychology.

City churches.
Ephesus (Extinct city)
Church history -- Primitive and early church, ca. 30-600.
Cities and towns -- Religious aspects -- Christianity.

Shehitah -- Case studies.
Livestock -- Stunning -- Case studies.
Animal rights movement -- Case studies.
Meat industry and trade -- Law and legislation -- Case studies.
Religious discrimination -- Law and legislation -- Case studies.
Judaism -- 21st century.
Jews -- Associations, institutions, etc. -- History -- 21st century.

Stellar winds.
Hydrodynamics.

Turbulence.

Hebrew language -- Phonology.
Hebrew language -- Morphology.

Bible -- Introductions.

Evil eye -- Mediterranean Region.
Evil eye -- Middle East.
Evil eye -- Biblical teaching.
Envy.

Jewish law.
Qumran community.
Poor -- Biblical teaching.
Punishment -- Biblical teaching.
Jews -- Economic conditions -- History -- 586 B.C.E.-70 C.E.

Herod Antipas, Tetrarch of Galilee
Coins, Roman -- Israel.
Coins, Jewish -- Israel.

Church history -- Primitive and early church, ca. 30-600.
Turkey -- Church history.
Greece -- Church history.

Commandments (Judaism)
Neighborliness -- Religious aspects -- Judaism.

Poetry, Modern -- 21st century.
Bar Ilan University -- Dissertations -- Department of English

Small interfering RNA.
Bar Ilan University -- Dissertations -- Department of Life Sciences
Cancer -- Treatment -- Research.

Hippocampus (Brain)
Bar Ilan University -- Dissertations -- Department of Life Sciences
Exercise -- Physiological aspects.
Reading disability.
Word (Linguistics)
Reading.
Grammar, Comparative and general -- Phonology.
Bar Ilan University -- Dissertations -- Department of English
אוניברסיטת בר-אילן -- עבורות לתואר שלישי -- המחלקה לאנגלית.

Money -- Rome -- History.
Rome -- Economic conditions -- 30 B.C.E.-476 C.E.
Rome -- Civilization.
Rome -- History.

Occupations -- Rome -- History.
Professions -- Rome -- History.
Social status -- Rome -- History.
Rome -- History -- Empire, 30 B.C.E.-476 C.E.
Rome -- Social conditions.

Journalism -- Political aspects.
Journalism -- Social aspects.
Democracy.
Press and politics.
Freedom of the press.

Detectors.
Bar Ilan University Faculty of Engineering -- Dissertations Faculty of Engineering.
אוניברסיטה בר-אילן -- נ oliy -כשת -- ענירות לתאר שני.
Radio frequency.
Imaging systems.
Bar Ilan University Faculty of Engineering -- Dissertations Faculty of Engineering.


Computer security.
Bar Ilan University Faculty of Engineering -- Dissertations Faculty of Engineering.

Sundials.
Clocks and watches.
Time measurements.


Mathematics -- Study and teaching (Elementary) -- United States -- Case studies.
Effective teaching -- United States -- Case studies.

God (Islam) -- Attributes.

Electrochemistry, Industrial.
Electrochemistry.

Wittgenstein, Ludwig, 1889-1951,
Phenomenology.
Philosophy, European.
Logic.
Heidegger, Martin, 1889-1976,
Husserl, Edmund, 1859-1938,
Merleau-Ponty, Maurice, 1908-1961,
Sartre, Jean Paul, 1905-1980,
Logic -- Philosophy.
Language and languages -- Philosophy.
Philosophy of mind.
Ethics.

Ethnology -- Mediterranean Region.
Mediterranean Region -- Ethnic identity.

Criminology.
International crimes.

Public opinion -- United States.
United States -- Foreign relations -- 1989- -- Public opinion.
United States -- Foreign relations -- 1945-1989 -- Public opinion.
United States -- Foreign relations -- 2001-2009 -- Philosophy.
United States -- Foreign relations -- 1989-
United States -- Military policy.

Stars -- Evolution.

Cancer -- Popular works.
Cancer -- Patients -- Care -- Moral and ethical aspects.
Caregivers -- Psychology.
BK

Women -- Employment.
Women -- Psychology.
Sex role in the work environment.

Nuclear astrophysics.

Gamma ray astronomy.
Astrophysics.
Particles (Nuclear physics)
Black holes (Astronomy)
Cosmic rays.
Gamma ray astronomy.
Neutrinos.
Particles (Nuclear physics)

Politics and culture -- United States -- History -- 18th century.
Fashion -- Political aspects -- United States -- History -- 18th century.
Clothing and dress -- Political aspects -- United States -- History -- 18th century.
Symbolism in politics -- India -- History -- 18th century.
Nationalism -- United States -- History -- 18th century.
United States -- Social life and customs -- To 1775.

National characteristics, American -- History.
United States -- Civilization -- 1783-1865.
United States -- Civilization -- To 1783.

English literature -- Early modern, 1500-1700 -- History and criticism.
Republicanism in literature.
Renaissance -- England.
Politics and literature -- England -- History.

Return migration -- Cross-cultural studies.
Emigration and immigration -- Cross-cultural studies.
07 CRC 2018
Chemistry -- Tables.
Physics -- Tables.
Chemistry -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Physics -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.
LIBRARY:
Physics

91 ARN s
Cosmology.
Stars -- Evolution.
Supernovae.
Nucleosynthesis.
Nuclear astrophysics.
LIBRARY:
Physics

91 FRA a3
Accretion (Astrophysics)
LIBRARY:
Physics

14C05 QIN h
Hilbert schemes.
Schemes (Algebraic geometry)
Lie algebras.
LIBRARY:
Finite simple groups.
Representations of groups.
LIBRARY :

Athreya, Balu H author.. Thinking skills for the digital generation: the development of thinking and learning in the Age of Information / Balu H, Athreya, Chrystalla Mouza. Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2017] (002470832 )
Critical thinking -- Study and teaching.
Education -- Effect of technological innovations on.
LIBRARY :
Information Science

Digital humanities -- Research.
Telecommunication -- Research.
Digital communications -- Research.
LIBRARY :
Information Science

PHP (Computer program language)
MySQL (Electronic resource)
JavaScript (Computer program language)
Web site development.
Web applications.
LIBRARY :
Information Science
005.82 ZOO-ZAB s
Bar Ilan University Faculty of Engineering -- Dissertations Faculty of Engineering. Computer security.
אוניברסיטת בר אילן -- תארים לתאר שני -- הפקולטה להנדסה.
LIBRARY :
Engineering

020.72 RES 2018
Research methods for librarians and educators : practical applications in formal and informal learning environments / Ruth V. Small and Marcia A. Mardis, editors. Santa Barbara, California : Libraries Unlimited, an imprint of ABC-CLIO, LLC, [2018] (002477333 )
Library research.
Library science -- Research.
Information science.
LIBRARY :
Information Science

025.1 MOR 19
Library administration.
Library administration -- United States.
Information services -- Management.
Information services -- United States -- Management.
LIBRARY :
Information Science

070.40285 HOU c4
Computer-assisted reporting.
LIBRARY :
Social Sciences
150.1952 MAU 2014
Phenomenological psychology.
Phenomenology.
Psychiatry.
LIBRARY:
Philosophy

152.1 LOB s
Senses and sensation.
Cognition.
LIBRARY:
Social Sciences

152.4 BAR-COH z
Cruelty.
Empathy.
LIBRARY:
Social Sciences

152.434 SCHO e2
Envy.
LIBRARY:
French
152.460724 LIP i
Lipovitch, Pazit author. The involvement of stress-related neural systems in fear conditioning / Pazit Lipovitch. 2001 (002532484 )
Fear -- Physiological aspects -- Animal models.
Stress (Physiology) -- Animal models.
Stress (Physiology) -- Endocrine aspects -- Animal models.
Conditioned response -- Animal models.
Memory -- Physiological aspects.
Neuroendocrinology -- Animal models.
Endorphins -- Physiological effect -- Animal models.
Endorphins -- Psychological aspects -- Animal models.
Cholinesterase inhibitors -- Animal models.
Rats -- Psychology -- Research.
Rats -- Nervous system.
Rats -- Physiology.
LIBRARY :
Psychology

153.7 MAR y
Gaze -- Psychological aspects.
Eye tracking -- Psychological aspects.
LIBRARY :
French

155.283 MAL e
Malin, Shlomo author. The efficiency of An MMPI : based interpretation algorithm in the clinical description and actuarial prediction of psychopathology in psychiatric and military settings / Shlomo Malin. 1981 (002532516 )
Personality tests -- Israel (State).
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory.
Personality assessment.
LIBRARY :
Psychology

155.31 STO o
Sexual fantasies.
Paraphilias.
Sexual excitement.
Sex differences (Psychology)
LIBRARY :
Psychology
Danziger, Roxanne author. Time pressure and time allotment in "mid-life transition" adults and "age 30 transition" adults / Roxanne Danziger Friedman. 1982 (002532528)
Time management -- Psychological aspects.
Middle age -- Psychological aspects.
Middle-aged men -- Psychology.
Time pressure -- Psychological aspects.
LIBRARY:
Psychology

Gifted children -- Research.
LIBRARY:
Psychology

Gender identity.
Identification (Psychology)
Pregnancy -- Psychology.
Psychoanalytic interpretation.
LIBRARY:
Psychology

Amphetamines.
Rats -- Effect of stress on.
Stress (Physiology)
Rats -- Behavior.
LIBRARY:
Psychology
158.4 BER r
Berson, Yair author. The relationships between leadership style and vision content / by Yair Berson. 1997 (002532508 )
Leadership -- Psychological aspects.
Optimism.
Time perspective.
Orientation (Psychology)
LIBRARY :
Psychology

158.7 RUS c
Russell, Bernard author. A critique of research methods ; the concepts of alienation and Self-Actualisation in work / Bernard Russell. 1973 (002532514 )
Self-actualization (Psychology)
Alienation (Social psychology)
Work.
LIBRARY :
Psychology

174.2 MOS e
Public health -- Moral and ethical aspects.
Medical ethics.
LIBRARY :
Philosophy

174.9361 DOL e9
Social case work -- Moral and ethical aspects.
Social workers -- Professional ethics -- United States.
Social case work -- United States.
LIBRARY :
Social Sciences

177.3 DUR f
Durandin, Guy author. Les fondements du mensonge / Guy Durandin. Paris :
 Flammarion, 1972 (002532707 )
Truthfulness and falsehood.
LIBRARY :
French
193 CAS(PHI) 2015
Philosophy, Modern.
Cassirer, Ernst, 1874-1945,
LIBRARY : Philosophy

194 MEI a
Philosophy, French -- 21st century.
LIBRARY : Philosophy

210 WIL r
Experience (Religion)
Technology.
LIBRARY : Social Sciences

220.61 CHR u
Bible -- Introductions.
LIBRARY : Cen.lib-Stacks

220.92082 BIB 2017
Women in the Bible.
LIBRARY : Cen.lib-Stacks
225.48 NES-ANA 2017
Greek language, Biblical.
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Stacks

232.9 MEI j
Jesus of Nazareth -- Historicity.
Jesus of Nazareth -- Jewishness.
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Stacks

232.908 EHR j
Jesus of Nazareth -- Historicity.
Church history -- Primitive and early church, ca. 30-600.
Jesus of Nazareth -- Biography -- Sources.
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Stacks

296.38 TIK 2007
Judaism and politics.
Religion and politics.
God (Judaism)
Jews -- United States -- Identity.
Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) -- Influence.
Israel and the diaspora.
Spiritual life -- Judaism.
LIBRARY :
English
297.55 JUS 2017
Courts, Islamic -- History -- To 1500 -- Congresses.
Justice, Administration of (Islamic law) -- History -- To 1500 -- Congresses.
Islamic law -- Interpretation and construction -- History -- To 1500 -- Congresses.
Islamic leadership -- History -- To 1500 -- Congresses.
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Stacks

297.65 NEE h
Arab nationalism.
Jihad.
Antisemitism -- Islamic countries.
Arab-Israeli conflict.
Harakat al-Muqawamah al-Islamiyah.
Islam and politics.
LIBRARY :
History

297.81 SAL q
Quran as literature.
Quran -- Criticism, interpretation, etc.
Criticism -- Egypt -- History -- 20th century.
LIBRARY :
History

300.15193 LAM g
Game theory.
Social sciences -- Methodology.
LIBRARY :
Social Sciences
300.72 EXP 2016
Social sciences -- Research -- Methodology.
LIBRARY :
Social Sciences

300.72 LUN q9
Social sciences -- Research -- Methodology.
LIBRARY :
Social Sciences

301 SHI b3
Human body -- Social aspects.
LIBRARY :
Social Sciences

301.072 SIL i5
Sociology -- Research.
Sociology -- Methodology.
Social sciences -- Research.
Discourse analysis.
LIBRARY :
Social Sciences

302 BUR e
Emotions -- Sociological aspects.
Social psychology.
LIBRARY :
Social Sciences
302.1 EMO 2016
Emotions -- Social aspects.
Social change -- Psychological aspects.
Emotions -- Sociological aspects.
LIBRARY :
Social Sciences

302.23 QUE no.32
Environnements, savoirs, société / [dossier coordonné par Igor Babou]. Nancy : PUN-Editions universitaires de Lorraine, 2017 (002532202 )
Environmental sociology.
Communication in the environmental sciences.
LIBRARY :
French

302.23450973 SPI m
Television and families -- United States.
LIBRARY :
English

303.482 EDG 2005
Intercultural communication in art.
Orientalism in art.
Art, European -- 19th century.
Art, Middle Eastern -- European influences.
Art, North African -- European influences.
LIBRARY :
History

303.4833 BUC i
Information science -- Sociological aspects.
Communication -- Social aspects.
Documentation -- Social aspects.
Information society.
LIBRARY :
Information Science
304.209 HUG w2
Human ecology -- History.
Nature -- Effect of human beings on -- History.
Environmental degradation -- History.
Global environmental change -- History.
LIBRARY :
History

305.3 SEX 1996
Sex role -- Congresses.
Sex -- Congresses.
Families -- Congresses.
LIBRARY :
Social Sciences

305.896073 HOO b
African Americans -- Social conditions -- 1975-
United States -- Race relations.
African Americans in popular culture.
African American women.
Sex role -- United States.
African Americans -- Race identity.
Whites -- Race identity -- United States.
Racism -- United States.
LIBRARY :
Social Sciences

306.44 YUL p
Pragmatics.
LIBRARY :
Social Sciences
320.5092 BER v
Machiavelli, Niccolo, 1469-1527, Political science -- Philosophy -- History.
Montaigne, Michel de, 1533-1592, Law -- Political aspects -- Philosophy -- History.
LIBRARY : French

320.95 MEN-FRA d
Asia -- Politics and government -- 1945-
Asia -- Social conditions.
Asia -- Description and travel.
LIBRARY :
Far East

320.956 STR 2017
Nationalism -- Religious aspects -- Islam.
Islamic countries -- Politics and government -- 20th century.
Nationalism -- Islamic countries.
Islamic countries -- Politics and government -- 21st century.
Islam and politics.
LIBRARY :
History

332.4942 BAN 1973
Money -- Great Britain.
Finance -- Great Britain.
Banks and banking -- Great Britain.
LIBRARY :
Economics
332.49497 DIM m
Finance -- Yugoslavia.
Money -- Yugoslavia.
Monetary policy -- Yugoslavia.
LIBRARY :
Economics

332.4973 MOR f
Morrell, James author. The future of the dollar and the world reserve system / James Morrell. London ; Butterworths, 1981. (002533401 )
International finance.
Dollar, American.
LIBRARY :
Economics

335.0092 JA(U)(AUC) v
Jaurès, Jean, 1859-1914,
Socialism -- France -- History -- 19th century.
Socialism -- France -- History -- 20th century.
LIBRARY :
French

338.4791072 ADV 2007
Tourism -- Research.
LIBRARY :
History

341.690268 TOK 2016
Tokyo Trial, Tokyo, Japan, 1946-1948.
International Military Tribunal for the Far East.
War crime trials -- Japan -- Tokyo -- History.
Nanking Massacre, Nanjing, Jiangsu Sheng, China, 1937.
LIBRARY :
Far East
411.09 MAN e  
Writing -- History.  
Writing -- Social aspects.  
Printing.  
Type and type-founding.  
LIBRARY:  
French

420.76 ARB p  
English language -- Problems, exercises, etc.  
English language -- Study and teaching (Secondary)  
LIBRARY:  
Pedagogic Library

420.76 ARB p  
English language -- Problems, exercises, etc.  
English language -- Study and teaching (Secondary)  
LIBRARY:  
Pedagogic Library

420.76 CAR g  
Bagrut examinations.  
LIBRARY:  
Pedagogic Library

420.9 MAC-WHO o  
English language -- History.  
English language -- Etymology.  
English language -- Foreign elements.  
English language -- Foreign words and phrases.  
Languages in contact.  
LIBRARY:  
English
428.0071 WEA g
English language -- Grammar -- Study and teaching (Middle school)
English language -- Grammar -- Study and teaching (Secondary)
English language -- Composition and exercises -- Study and teaching (Middle school)
English language -- Composition and exercises -- Study and teaching (Secondary)
LIBRARY :
English

428.24 ASH f
English language -- Study and teaching (Secondary)
English language -- Composition and exercises.
LIBRARY :
Pedagogic Library

428.24 BIR e
English language -- Study and teaching (Elementary) -- Arabic speakers.
English language -- Study and teaching (Elementary) -- Hebrew speakers.
LIBRARY :
Pedagogic Library

428.24 BRO g
English language -- Study and teaching (Middle school) -- Foreign speakers -- Hebrew.
English language -- Textbooks for foreign speakers -- Hebrew -- Problems, exercises, etc.
LIBRARY :
Pedagogic Library
428.24 BRO g
English language -- Study and teaching (Middle school) -- Foreign speakers -- Hebrew.
English language -- Textbooks for foreign speakers -- Hebrew -- Problems, exercises, etc.
LIBRARY :
Pedagogic Library

428.24 GON-TRE p
English language -- Textbooks for foreign speakers -- Arabic.
English language -- Textbooks for foreign speakers -- Hebrew.
English language -- Study and teaching (Secondary)
LIBRARY :
Pedagogic Library

428.24 GON-TRE p
English language -- Study and teaching (Secondary) -- Arabic speakers.
English language -- Study and teaching (Secondary) -- Hebrew speakers.
English language -- Textbooks for foreign speakers -- Arabic.
English language -- Textbooks for foreign speakers -- Hebrew.
LIBRARY :
Pedagogic Library

428.24 KEY b
English language -- Study and teaching (Middle school) -- Arabic Speakers.
English language -- Study and teaching (Middle school) -- Hebrew speakers.
Reading comprehension -- Textbooks.
LIBRARY :
Pedagogic Library
428.24 KEY s
Keynan, Rena author. Surviving in English / Rena Keynan. Ra'anana : University Publishing Projects, [2017]. (002469993 )
English language -- Study and teaching (Middle school)
English language -- Textbooks for foreign speakers -- Hebrew -- Problems, exercises, etc.
English language -- Textbooks for foreign speakers -- Arabic -- Problems, exercises, etc.
LIBRARY :
Pedagogic Library

428.24 MAO s
Maor, Ziva author. Speak now / Ziva Maor ; pedagogical editor, Micaela Ziv ; Hebrew translations Ziv Group ; Arabic translations, Mhammad N. Tarabieh. Ra'anana : University Publishing Projects, [2018]. (002470008 )
English language -- Study and teaching (Secondary) -- Hebrew speakers.
English language -- Study and teaching (Secondary) -- Arabic Speakers.
LIBRARY :
Pedagogic Library

428.24 MAO s
Maor, Ziva author. Speak now, Charedi program / Ziva Maor ; pedagogical editor, Micaela Ziv. Ra'anana : University Publishing Projects, [2018]. (002470010 )
English language -- Study and teaching (Secondary) -- Hebrew speakers.
LIBRARY :
Pedagogic Library

428.24 PEL e
English language -- Study and teaching (Middle school)
English language -- Textbooks for foreign speakers -- Hebrew.
English language -- Textbooks for foreign speakers -- Arabic.
LIBRARY :
Pedagogic Library

428.24 SLA c
English language -- Textbooks for foreign speakers -- Hebrew.
English language -- Study and teaching (Elementary)
LIBRARY :
Pedagogic Library
428.24 SPE 2018
English language -- Textbooks for foreign speakers.
English language -- Study and teaching (Secondary)
LIBRARY:
Pedagogic Library

428.24 STE w
Stein, Sara author. Write to succeed : expressive and practical writing for high school and beyond / Sara Stein ; pedagogical director, Judy Rapoport ; Arabic translations, Mhammad N. Tarabieh ; illustration, Avi Katz. Ra'anana : University Publishing Projects, [2018]. (002469979)
English language -- Study and teaching (Secondary)
English language -- Textbooks for foreign speakers -- Hebrew -- Problems, exercises, etc.
English language -- Textbooks for foreign speakers -- Arabic -- Problems, exercises, etc.
LIBRARY:
Pedagogic Library

440.141 SEM v.44
Le Genre, lieu discursif de l'hétérogène / coordonné par Julie Abbou, Aron Arnold, Noémie Marignier. Besançon : Presse universitaire de Franche-Comté 2018
(002532195)
Sociolinguistics.
Language and languages -- Gender.
Language and languages -- Sex differences.
Communication -- Sex differences.
Discourse analysis.
LIBRARY:
French

463.2 VOX 2002
Spanish language -- Dictionaries -- English.
English language -- Dictionaries -- Spanish.
LIBRARY:
English
492.72 ETU 2003
Semitic languages -- Grammar, Comparative.
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Stacks

510.71 DEV 2018
LIBRARY :
Education

530 ITZ t
המודל舤 למוסיקק -- אוניברסיטת בר-אילן -- דיבוחות לאגר יש.
LIBRARY :
Physics

541.39 SCHU s3
LIBRARY :
Chemistry
Maroun, Mouna author. Local circuit plasticity in the rat dentate gyrus in relevant to learning and memory / Mouna Maroun. 1999 (002532519)
Hippocampus (Brain)
Hippocampus (Brain) -- Physiology.
Learning in animals.
Memory -- Animal models.
Rats -- Behavior.
Rats -- Experiments.

Keizer, Danielle Liora, author. Identifying the molecular mechanisms regulating the NK cell response / Danielle Liora Keizer. 2018 (002532321)
Bar Ilan University -- Dissertations -- Department of Life Sciences
Killer cells.

Bar Ilan University -- Dissertations -- Department of Life Sciences
Small interfering RNA.
Cancer -- Treatment -- Research.

Lev-Vachnish, Yaeli author. Activation of HCAR1 and its effect on hippocampal neurogenesis / Yaeli Lev-Vachnish. 2018 (002532541)
Bar Ilan University -- Dissertations -- Department of Life Sciences
Hippocampus (Brain)
Developmental neurobiology.
Exercise -- Physiological aspects.
Miller, Dan Robin 1981- author. Gene expression in marine microbial communities exposed to environmental changes : seasonal changes and deep mixing in the gulf of Aqaba, acidification and warming / Dan Robin Miller. 2017 (002533168 )
Bar Ilan University -- Dissertations -- Department of Life Sciences
Gene expression.
Microbial ecology.
Marine microbiology.
Aqaba, Gulf of
Global environmental change.
Acidification.
Global warming.

Kavushansky, Alexandra author. The role of oxytocin and vasopressin in weaning in the rat / Alexandra Kavushansky. 2001 (002532492 )
Rats -- Experiments.
Rats -- Psychology.
Social behavior in animals.
Neuropeptides -- Physiological effect.
Oxytocin.
Vasopressin.
Rats -- Weaning.

Schunke, Michael author. Thieme atlas of anatomy. / authors, Michael Schuenke, MD, PhD, Institute of Anatomy, Cristina Albrecht University Kiel, Erik Schulte, MD, Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology, Johannes Gutenberg University, Mainz, Udo Schumacher, MD, FRCPath, CBiol, FlBiol, DSc, Institute of Anatomy II: Experimental Morphology, University Medical Center, Hamburg-Eppendorf ; consulting editors, Brian R. MacPherson, PhD, Department of Anatomy and Neurobiology, University of Kentucky College of Medicine, Lexington, Kentucky, Cristian Stefan, MD, Medical College of Georgia at Georgia Regents University, Augusta, Georgia ; illustrations by Markus Voll, Karl Wesker. 2nd edition.. New York : Thieme, [2016] (002524231 )
Head -- Anatomy -- Atlases.
Neck -- Anatomy -- Atlases.
Neuroanatomy -- Atlases.

Library: Life Sciences

Library: Psychology

Library: Medicine
613.28522 MAR o
Maroun, Mouna author. The ontogeny of Salt appetite in the human child: neonatal Furosemide treatment does not alter children's preference for Salt taste / Mouna Maroun. 1995 (002532509)
Salt in the body.
Salt -- Physiological effect.
LIBRARY:
Psychology

613.794 GER u
Gertz, John author. Ultradian cyclicity along arousal parameters and EEG biofeedback training / John Gertz. 1981 (002532522)
Biofeedback training.
Sleep.
Arousal (Physiology)
LIBRARY:
Psychology

615.1076 BAB l
Babbini, Mario author. Learning pharmacology through clinical cases / Mario Babbini, Sandeep Bansal. New York: Thieme, [2018] (002488515)
Pharmacology -- Examinations, questions, etc.
United States Medical Licensing Examination.
LIBRARY:
Medicine

616.028 CRI 2017
Critical care medicine.
Emergency medical services.
LIBRARY:
Medicine

616.07076 KEM p
Kemp, Walter L author. Pathology Q & A / Walter L. Kemp, MD, PhD (Associate Professor, University of North Dakota School of Medicine and Health Sciences, Grand Forks, North Dakota), Travis Brown, MD (Family Physician, Midlothian, Texas). New York: Thieme, [2018] (002524229)
Pathology -- Examinations, questions, etc.
Pathologic Processes.
LIBRARY:
Medicine
616.853 HAI s
Haimovici, Anita author. Social consequences of limbic seizures : attraction between rats in open field / Anita Haimovici. 2001 (002532425 )
Kindling (Neurology)
Rats -- Psychology.
Brain stimulation.
Epilepsy -- Animal models.
Rats -- Physiology.
Social behavior in animals -- Physiological aspects.
Spatial behavior in animals -- Physiological aspects.
Temporal lobe epilepsy
LIBRARY :
Psychology

616.898 MYE r
Myers, Rivka author. The relationship between stimulus complexity stimulus modality and time estimation in paranoid and non-paranoid schizophrenia / Rivka Myers. 1982 (002532530 )
Schizophrenics -- Psychology.
Paranoid schizophrenia.
Time perception.
LIBRARY :
Psychology

616.9041 MUR m8
Murray, Patrick R author. Medical microbiology / Patrick R. Murray, PhD, Senior Worldwide Director, Scientific Affairs, BD Diagnostics Systems, Sparks, Maryland, Adjunct Professor, Department of Pathology, University of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland, Ken S. Rosenthal, PhD, Professor of Biomedical Sciences, Director of Microbiology and Immunology, Roper University of Health Sciences College of Medicine, Las Vegas, Nevada, Emeritus Professor, Northeastern Ohio Medical University, Rootstown, Ohio, Michael A. Pfaller, MD, Chief Medical Officer, T2 Biosystems, Lexington, Massachusetts, Professor Emeritus, University of Iowa College of Medicine and College of Public Health, Iowa City, Iowa. 8th edition.. Philadelphia, PA : Elsevier, [2016] (002471891 )
Microbiology.
Parasitology.
LIBRARY :
Medicine


LIBRARY: Psychology


Nanostructured materials. Nanochemistry.

LIBRARY: Chemistry

Poss, Menachem 1986- author. Maximizing barrier coverage lifetime with static sensors / Menachem Poss. 2018 (002533122)

Bar Ilan University Faculty of Engineering -- Dissertations Faculty of Engineering. Detectors.

LIBRARY: Engineering


Radio frequency. Imaging systems.

LIBRARY: Engineering
629.892 MIN o
Autonomous robots.
Artificial intelligence.
Robotics.
Robots.
Disruptive technologies.
LIBRARY:
Social Sciences

629.892 WAL m
Artificial intelligence -- Moral and ethical aspects.
Artificial intelligence -- Social aspects.
Conscious automata -- Moral and ethical aspects.
Philosophy and cognitive science.
Robotics -- Philosophy.
Decision making.
Autonomy (Philosophy)
Computers -- Moral and ethical aspects.
Computers -- Social aspects.
LIBRARY:
Social Sciences

658 LOC c
Industrial management.
Bureaucracy.
LIBRARY:
Social Sciences

658.4063 SMI o2
Organizational change.
Quality of work life.
LIBRARY:
Social Sciences

Multimedia systems in business presentations.
Business presentations -- Graphic methods -- Computer programs.
Microsoft PowerPoint (Computer file)

LIBRARY:
English


Corporations -- Public relations.
Business communication.

LIBRARY:
Social Sciences


Layout (Printing)
Graphic design (Typography)

LIBRARY:
English


Art appreciation.
Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York, N.Y.) -- Catalogs.
Art criticism.
Art, Modern -- 21st century.
Artists -- Interviews.
Artists -- Quotations.
Art -- New York (State) -- New York -- Catalogs.

LIBRARY:
English
701.18 PAY h
Art appreciation.
LIBRARY :
English

701.18 REE s
Turrell, James.
Art appreciation.
Art and society.
Tableaux (Art)
LIBRARY :
Social Sciences

704 HEN a
(002492723 )
Art.
Art -- Technique.
Art appreciation.
LIBRARY :
English

704.9481 BIJ 1991
Art, Dutch.
Bible -- In art.
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Stacks

704.9481 FIG 1960
Bible -- Illustrations.
Bible -- Picture Bibles.
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Stacks
730.942 EPS(GIL) u
Epstein, Jacob, Sir, 1880-1959,
Sculptors -- Great Britain.
Jewish artists -- Germany -- 20th century.
LIBRARY :
Judaica

738.509611 MOS 1994
La Mosaïque en Tunisie / M'hamed Hassine Fantar [and nine others] ; préface de Paul Veyne ; photographies de Salah Jaber. Paris : CNRS Editions, 1995 (002531836 )
Mosaics, Ancient -- Tunisia.
Tunisia -- Antiquities.
Mosaics, Roman -- Tunisia.
Pavements, Mosaic -- Tunisia.
LIBRARY :
Judaica 2’ 2’

738.509611 YAC s
Mosaics, Ancient -- Tunisia.
LIBRARY :
Judaica 2’ 2’

741.5 BAG b
Women -- Biography -- Comic books, strips, etc.
Women -- Biography -- Cartoons and comics.
LIBRARY :
French

741.5 SHA s
Trojan War -- Comic books, strips, etc.
Mythology, Greek -- Comic books, strips, etc.
LIBRARY :
English
741.5973 SHA b
Comic books, strips, etc.
LIBRARY:
English

759.4 MAR 2001
Chagall, Marc, 1887-1985 -- Exhibitions.
LIBRARY:
Judaica

759.4 ROU(SOB) g
Rouault, Georges, 1871-1958, Painting -- France -- Exhibitions.
Engraving -- France -- Exhibitions.
LIBRARY:
Judaica

759.6 PIC 1964
LIBRARY:
Cen.lib-Stacks

759.6 PIC(SUT) p
Picasaso, Pablo, 1881-1973, LIBRARY:
Judaica
Hannover: Kestner-Gesellschaft, 1985. (002492752)
Chagall, Marc, 1887-1985 -- Exhibitions.
LIBRARY:
Judaica

Chagall, Marc, 1887-1985 -- Criticism and interpretation.
LIBRARY:
Judaica

Chagall, Marc, 1887-1985
Bible -- Illustrations -- Exhibitions.
LIBRARY:
Judaica

Chagall, Marc, 1887-1985,
Glass painting and staining.
Fraumünster (Zurich, Switzerland)
Glass painting and staining -- Switzerland.
Jewish artists.
LIBRARY:
Cen.lib-Special Books

Shahn, Ben, 1898-1969,
Jewish painters.
Painters -- United States.
Painting, American.
LIBRARY:
Judaica
791.43 HAI 2014
Haider [videorecording] / UTV ; VB Pictures ; directed by Vishal Bhardwaj ; producers, Siddharth Roy Kapur, Vishal Bhardwaj ; screenplay, Basharat Peer, Vishal Bhardwaj ; lyrics, Gulza, Faiz Ahmed Faiz ; music and original score, Vishal Bhardwaj ; production, Vishal Bhardwaj Pictures Pvt, Ltd. Mumbai : Reliance Home Video & Games, [2014] (002477411 )VM
English

791.43 MIR 2013
French

791.43 SHA w
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616 -- Film and video adaptations.
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616. Comedy of errors
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616. Taming of the shrew.
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616. Love's labour's lost.
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616. Much ado about nothing.
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616. As you like it.
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616. Twelfth night.
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616. Merry wives of Windsor.
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616. All's well that ends well.
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616. Tempest
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616. King Henry V
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616. King Henry VIII.
Marlowe, Christopher, 1564-1593. Doctor Faustus
VM
English
791.43 SHE 2006
She's the man [videorecording] / Dreamworks Pictures and Lakeshore Entertainment present ; a Donners' Company production ; produced by Lauren Shuler Donner and Ewan Leslie ; screenplay by Ewan Leslie and Karen McCullah Lutz & Kirsten Smith ; story by Ewan Leslie ; directed by Andy Fickman. Universal City, Calif. : DreamWorks Home Entertainment, [2006] (002477409 ) VM
English

791.43 THE 2009
Zola, Emile, 1840-1902 -- Film adaptations.
Z French

791.43682 LYD f
Motion pictures -- Religious aspects.
Motion pictures -- Moral and ethical aspects.
LIBRARY : English

808 SHI t
English language -- Rhetoric -- Study and teaching.
Report writing -- Study and teaching.
Academic writing -- Study and teaching.
LIBRARY : English

808 TOY r
Rhetoric.
Rhetoric -- History.
LIBRARY : English
808.009 HAW r
Hawhee, Debra author.. Rhetoric in tooth and claw : animals, language, sensation / Debra Hawhee. Chicago ; The University of Chicago Press, 2017. (002524250 )
Rhetoric, Ancient.
Rhetoric, Medieval.
Rhetoric, Renaissance.
Philosophy, Ancient.
Animals in literature.
LIBRARY:
English

808.00938 INT 2009
Rhetoric, Ancient.
LIBRARY:
English

808.027 WHA 2017
Editing.
Publishers and publishing.
LIBRARY:
English

808.2 BED 1997
Drama -- Collections.
Drama -- History and criticism.
LIBRARY:
English

808.42 SAV e2
English language -- Rhetoric -- Problems, exercises, etc.
Essay -- Authorship -- Problems, exercises, etc.
Report writing -- Problems, exercises, etc.
LIBRARY:
English
809 MOR g
Literature -- History and criticism.
Literature -- Philosophy.
Criticism.
LIBRARY :
Information Science

809.1 ALI o
Poetics.
Silence in literature.
LIBRARY :
English

813.508 FOU 1990
American fiction -- Women authors.
Women -- United States -- Social life and customs -- Fiction.
LIBRARY :
English

818.5 AVI t
English

818.5 BRO i
Cen.lib-Stacks

818.5 CLA t
French
818.5 CON b

818.5 CON d

818.5 CON g

818.5 CON w

818.5 COR d

818.5 ERD p

818.5 FEA g

818.5 GAR r
818.5 GRI g

818.5 GRI r

818.5 GRI t

818.5 JON k

818.5 KEL b

818.5 KEL h

818.5 KOO b
818.5 KOO g

818.5 MUK m

818.5 PAL l

818.5 PAT c

818.5 PAT k

818.5 PAT k

818.5 PAT m

818.5 PAT n
818.5 PAT n

818.5 PAT p

818.5 PAT p

818.5 PAT p

818.5 PAT p

818.5 PAT p

818.5 PAT t

818.5 PAT t
818.5 PAT t

818.5 PAT t

818.5 PAT u

818.5 PAT z

818.5 PHI e

818.5 PRO a

818.5 SIL p

818.5 TEN r
818.5 WAL b

818.6 BAL h

818.6 BAL n

818.6 BER c

818.6 CHI p

818.6 CHI s

818.6 CRA t

818.6 DEA s
818.6 DEA t
Deaver, Jeffery author. Trouble in mind / Jeffery Deaver. London : Hodder, 2015. (002531802 )LIBRARY :
English

818.6 EGA m
English

818.6 EIS i
English

818.6 EVA n
English

818.6 FIN b
English

818.6 FLY g
English

818.6 GRA b
English

818.6 GRE j
Green, George Dawes author. La jurée / George Dawes Green ; traduit de l'américain par Robert Pépin. Paris : Editions du Seuil, 1995. (002533153 )LIBRARY :
French
818.6 KUZ e

818.6 MAC-GUI b

818.6 MAC-GUI e

818.6 MAR c

818.6 MAR f

818.6 MAR f

818.6 MAR g

818.6 MAR g
818.6 MAR s
English

818.6 MEL d
Meltzer, Brad author. Dead even / Brad Meltzer. New York : Harper, 2010 (002524329 )LIBRARY :
English

818.6 NES b
English

818.6 NES p
English

818.6 NES t
English

818.6 PAR l
English

818.6 ROB c
English

818.6 ROB d
English
818.6 ROS \nRose, Karen, 1964- author. No one left to tell / Karen Rose. London : Headline, 2012. (002531919 )LIBRARY :
English

English

818.6 SLA \nSlater, Sean author. The survivor / Sean Slater. London : Simon & Schuster, 2011. (002531913 )LIBRARY :
English

818.6 THO \nThor, Brad author. The Athena project : a thriller / Brad Thor. New York : Pocket Star Books, 2011 (002531863 )LIBRARY :
English

English

English

English
820.80954 FIR 2007
Indic literature (English) -- 21th century.
Short stories, Indic (English) -- 21th century.
Indic prose literature (English)
LIBRARY :
English

822.33 D/CAM 2007
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616 -- Adaptations -- History and criticism.
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616 -- Influence.
LIBRARY :
English

822.33 D/GID h
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616 -- Criticism, Textual.
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616 -- Authorship.
LIBRARY :
English

822.33 D/ROD s
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616 -- Language.
Voice culture.
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616 -- Dramatic production.
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616 -- Versification.
Acting.
English language -- Early modern, 1500-1700 -- Spoken English.
LIBRARY :
English

822.33 Q3/HOD t
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.. Taming of the shrew.
Man-woman relationships -- Drama.
Padua (Italy) -- Drama.
LIBRARY :
English
English

English

English

French

English

English

English

English
828.92 JAM y

828.92 LEV l

828.92 MAC-DER k

828.92 MAR m

828.92 RYA m

828.92 SEY c

828.99 HAF e
833.912 KAF(ROT) 1979
Kafka, Franz, 1883-1924 -- Knowledge -- Art.
Kafka, Franz, 1883-1924 -- Illustrations.
LIBRARY : Judaica

839.7372 LAG g
(002533155) LIBRARY : French

839.7374 LAR g

839.7374 MAZ m

839.738 JON g

839.74 FRE h
848.91 ASS f
(002471208 )
Identification cards -- France. LIBRARY :
French

848.91 ASS r
Assouline, Pierre author. Retour à Séfarad : roman / Pierre Assouline. [Paris] :
Gallimard, 2017 (002471437 )LIBRARY :
Ladino

848.91 CAU j
French

848.91 ECH r
French

848.91 GER(UNI) 2007
L'Univers de Sylvie Germain : actes du colloque de Cerisy, 22-29 août 2007 / publiés sous la direction d'Alain Goulet ; avec la participation de Sylvie Germain. Caen :
Presses universitaires de Caen, 2008. (002514134 )
French

848.91 GIO(NOE) 2018
Giono, Jean, 1895-1970.. Noé Giono, Jean, 1895-1970 -- Criticism and interpretation. LIBRARY :
French
848.91 PEG p

848.91 PRO(KRI) p
Proust, Marcel, 1871-1922. A la recherche du temps perdu
Psychoanalysis and literature.
Time in literature.
LIBRARY : French

848.92 BEA c

848.92 GUE d
Mengele, Josef, 1911-1979 -- Fiction.
LIBRARY : French

848.92 HAL b

848.92 QUI t
Authors, French -- 20th century -- Biography.
Authors, French -- 21st century -- Biography.
LIBRARY : French

848.92 TAJ e
930 SHE  g
Herodotus.. Historiae
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Stacks

932 WIL r
Egypt -- History -- 332-30 B.C.E.
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Stacks

935 NOW e
Nowicki, Stefan (writer on ancient Near East) author. Enemies of Assyria : the image and role of enemy in Assyrian royal inscriptions and selected textual sources from the neo-Assyrian period / Stefan Nowicki. Munster : Ugarit Verlag, [2018] (002532154 )
Assyria
Iraq -- Civilization -- To 634.
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Stacks

935.05 LAU b
Iraq -- Civilization -- To 634.
Iraq -- Antiquities.
Babylonia -- Civilization
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Stacks

938.03 HER h
History, Ancient.
Greece -- History -- To 146 B.C.
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Stacks
938.08 HEL 2016
Hellenism -- History.
Mediterranean Region -- Civilization -- Greek influences
Greeks -- Mediterranean Region -- History.
Greeks -- Colonization -- Mediterranean Region.
Mediterranean Region -- History -- To 476
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Stacks

939 ARC 2005
Commerce, Prehistoric -- Middle East -- Congresses.
Middle East -- Commerce -- History -- To 1500 -- Congresses
Culture diffusion -- Middle East -- History -- To 1500 -- Congresses.
Excavations (Archaeology) -- Interpretive programs -- Congresses.
Middle East -- Civilization -- To 622 -- Congresses
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Stacks

939.4 KHA d
Damascus (Syria) -- History.
Syria -- History -- 634-750.
Syria -- Civilization.
LIBRARY :
History
951.05 PEY q
Peyrefitte, Alain, 1925- author. Quand la Chine s'éveillera -- le monde tremblera : regards sur la voie chinoise / Alain Peyrefitte. Paris : Fayard, 1974 (002533147 )
China -- History -- 1949-
China -- Civilization -- 1949-
China -- Social conditions -- 1949-
LIBRARY :
Far East

953.57 ULR u
United Arab Emirates -- History.
United Arab Emirates -- Politics and government.
United Arab Emirates -- Foreign relations.
LIBRARY :
History

956.0091597 BAS t
Bar Ilan University -- Dissertations -- Department of General History
Transnationalism -- Political aspects.
Kurdistan (Iraq) -- History -- Autonomy and independence movements.
*vגינורמטא בר-אילן -- עבודות למאורים שלישיות -- המפלגות למאורים המערביים*
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Office

956.91042 DAM d
Terrorism -- Syria -- History -- 21st century.
Syria -- History -- Civil War, 2011-
Syria -- Politics and government -- 21st century.
LIBRARY :
History

956.910423 SYR 2018
Islam -- Syria.
Syria -- History -- Civil War, 2011-
LIBRARY :
History
Arab Spring, 2010-
Sunnites -- Africa, North -- History.
LIBRARY :
History

Cen.lib-Stacks

Europeans -- North America -- History.
North America -- History -- Colonial period, ca. 1600-1775.
Indians of North America -- First contact with Europeans.
Human beings -- Effect of climate on -- North America.
Archaeology and history -- North America.
North America -- Discovery and exploration.
LIBRARY :
History

African Americans -- Historiography.
African American historians -- History.
LIBRARY :
History
A1 BRO
Jews -- Origin.
Judaism -- History.
Judaism -- History of doctrines.
Judaism -- Essence, genius, nature.
Jews -- Civilization.
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Stacks

A19 LEI
Judaism.
Israel (State) -- Politics and government.
Judaism -- Israel (State).
Judaism and state -- Israel (State).
Jewish law -- Philosophy.
Religion and state -- Israel (State).
Jewish-Arab relations -- Religious aspects -- Judaism.
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Stacks

A19 SOL(SCH) 2018
Soloveitchik, Joseph Dov, 1903-1993 -- Teachings.
Faith (Judaism)
Jewish philosophy -- 20th century.
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Stacks

A23(44) MEI
Louis IX, King of France, 1214-1270,
Jews -- France -- History -- 13th century.
Meir ben Simeon, ha-Meili, active 13th century.
Jews -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- France -- History -- 13th century.
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Stacks
A24(43) SCHU-SPR c
Antisemitism -- Germany -- History -- 21st century.
LIBRARY:
Cen.lib-Stacks

A24(47) ZIP p
Kishinev Massacre, Chisinau, Moldova, 1903.
Chisinau (Moldova) -- Ethnic relations.
Pogroms -- Moldova -- Chisinau -- History -- 20th century.
Massacres -- Moldova -- Chisinau -- History -- 20th century.
LIBRARY:
Cen.lib-Stacks

A66 SHA(GOV) s
Jews -- Turkey -- Izmir -- Biography.
Muslim converts from Judaism -- Turkey -- History.
Turkey -- History -- 1453-1683.
Sabbathaians.
Shabbethai Tzevi, 1626-1676,
LIBRARY:
Ladino

A018.6 CRO 2009
Manuscripts, Hebrew -- Europe -- History -- To 1500.
Bodleian Library -- Exhibitions.
Manuscripts, Hebrew -- History -- To 1500.
Jewish illumination of books and manuscripts.
Cultural relations -- History -- To 1500.
Science -- Europe -- History -- To 1500.
Jews -- Europe -- Intellectual life.
Jews -- Europe -- History -- To 1500.
LIBRARY:
Cen.lib-Stacks
A092(561) BEN e
Benezra, Nissim M.
Jews -- Turkey -- Istanbul -- Biography.
Istanbul (Turkey) -- Biography.
LIBRARY :
Ladino

A092(561) SAM(BEH) k
Samanon, Jak.
Jews -- Turkey -- History -- 20th century.
Jews -- Turkey -- Social life and customs.
LIBRARY :
Ladino

A108.1 TAT a
Tatz, Akiva author. As dawn ends the night / Akiva Tatz. [place of publication not identified] : Targum Press, 2018 (002471640 )
Prophecy -- Judaism -- Philosophy.
Spiritualism (Philosophy)
Revelation -- Judaism.
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Stacks

A127 STE s
Soul (Judaism)
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Stacks

A133 HER(HER) a
Jewish philosophy -- 20th century.
Judaism -- 20th century.
Judaism -- Relations -- Christianity.
Christianity and other religions -- Judaism.
LIBRARY :
Philosophy

Ury, Lesser, 1861-1931, Jewish painters. Painters -- Germany.
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Stacks


LIBRARY :
Ladino


LIBRARY :
Ladino

Bergmann, Fabienne author. L’hébreu parle aux Français / Fabienne Bergmann ; [préface Cyril Aslanov, avant-propos Armand Abécassis]. Paris : Lichma, [2017] (002470923 )

Hebrew language -- Study and teaching -- Foreign speakers -- French.
LIBRARY :
French
C2 BEN 1
Benezra, Nissim M author. Liora : récit d'une écolière / Nissim M. Benezra. Rishon-le-Sion : [N.M. Benezra], [1985] (002524224 )LIBRARY : Ladino

C2 GID t
Gidali, Orit author.. Twenty girls to envy me : selected poems of Orit Gidali / translated, edited, and introduced by Marcela Sulak. Austin, Texas : Center for Middle Eastern Studies, The University of Texas at Austin, [2016] (002488576 ) Gidali, Orit -- Translations into English. Hebrew poetry -- Translations into English. LIBRARY : English

C2 GUR m

C2 OZ f
Oz, Amos author. Fima / Amos Oz ; translated from the Hebrew by Nicholas de Lange. New York : Harcourt, Brace, 1994 (002531906 )LIBRARY : English

C2 SHA c

C88 EN 2005
C409 FRA g
Yiddish language -- Grammar, Historical.
Yiddish literature -- Criticism and interpretation.
Yiddish language -- Readers.
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Yiddish

D4(55) KO c
Jews -- Iran -- History -- 20th century.
Iran -- History -- 20th century.
Alliance israélite universelle.
Zionism -- Iran -- History.
Mizrahim -- History.
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Stacks

D4(561) BOR t
Bora, Siren author. 20. Yuzyil Basinda Izmir’de Yahudiler 1908 – 1923 / H. Siren Bora. 1993 (002532533 )
Jews -- Turkey -- Izmir -- History.
Izmir (Turkey) -- History.
LIBRARY :
Ladino

D5(46) DIA s
Sephardim -- History.
Ladino philology.
LIBRARY :
Ladino

D47 WIE a
War criminals.
World War, 1939-1945 -- Atrocities.
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Stacks
D47(43) KLE m
Bavaria (Germany) -- History -- Revolution, 1918-1919 -- Sources.
Munich (Germany) -- History -- 20th century -- Sources.
LIBRARY :
History

D47(44) CHE 2000
Jews -- Persecutions -- France -- Deux-Sèvres.
France -- History -- German occupation, 1940-1945 -- Sources.
Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) -- France -- Deux-Sèvres.
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Stacks

D47(44) MAR f
Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) -- France -- Biography.
Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) -- France -- Lens.
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Stacks

D47(44) NOU 1999
Nous sommes 900 Français : à la mémoire des déportés du convoi no 73 ayant quitté Drancy le 15 mai 1944 / [ouvrage collectif réalisé avec la participation individuelle de Mireille Abramovici ... [and fifty one others]] ; [comité de rédaction, Eve Line Blum and [three others]]. Besançon : E.L. Blum, [1999] (002532578 )
Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) -- France -- Biography.
World War, 1939-1945 -- Deportations from France -- Registers.
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Stacks
E152 WIL 1
Israel -- Description and travel.
Middle East -- Description and travel.
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Rare Books

E153 ANS p
Israel -- Description and travel.
Israel -- Pictorial works.
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Rare Books

E153 DAV-SMI p2
Davies-Smith, James author. Palestine portrayed : a reminiscence of a recent tour embracing the following places: Cairo, Port Said, The Mediterranean, Jaffa, Ramleh, Gezer, about Jerusalem, Jerusalem to Damascus, Baalbec, Beyrut, Athens, Constantinople. ; with 100 illustrations from photos taken en route / by J. Davies-Smith. Second edition (revised). London : S. W. Partridge, [1905?]. (002532220 )
Israel -- Description and travel.
Middle East -- Description and travel -- 19th century
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Special Books

E329.1(1) BUR r
Arab-Israeli conflict -- History.
Middle East -- Foreign relations.
Peace-building -- Middle East -- History.
LIBRARY :
History
E393.4 GRE i
Greener, Aaron author. Intermediate bronze age burial and society in the land of Israel. [electronic resource] / Aaron Greener. 2006 (002533353 )
Bronze age -- Israel.
Bar Ilan University -- Dissertations -- Martin (Szusz) Department of Land of Israel Studies and Archaeology.
Burial -- Israel -- History.
Funeral rites and ceremonies -- Israel -- History.
Tombs -- Israel.
Israel -- History -- To 70 C.E.
Israel -- Social life and customs -- To 70 C.E.
המלחלה למלכי ארץ ישראל צפויות. -- אוניברסיטת בר-אילן -- חניכות ולוחמים.
LIBRARY :

E708 ABS 1978
Abstracte grafiek uit Israel / [text M. Perry-Lehmann]. Amsterdam : Steendrukkerij De Jong, [1979?]. (002472217 )
Graphic artists -- Exhibitions.
Art, Abstract -- Israel (State).
Art, Israeli -- 20th century. -- Exhibitions.
LIBRARY :
Judaica

E708 COL 1955
זקש, סם -- אספים אמנותיים
זקש, אילה -- אספים אמנותיים
המאה ה-20 -- תערוכות אמנות
אוסף -- אספים פרטיים -- ישראל תערוכות.
Abramov, Ayala Zacks -- Art collections -- Exhibitions.
Art, French -- 20th century -- Exhibitions.
Art museums -- Israel (State) -- Catalogs.
Art -- Private collections -- Exhibitions.
Zacks, Samuel J -- Art collections -- Exhibitions.
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Stacks
Denkt nicht mehr an das Frühere! : Begrundungsressourcen in Esra/Nehemia und Jes 40-66 im Vergleich / Maria Hausl (Hg.). Gottingen : V & R Unipress, [2018]
(002471739 )
Bible. Ezra -- Criticism, interpretation, etc. -- Congresses
Bible. Nehemiah -- Criticism, interpretation, etc. -- Congresses
Bible. Isaiah, XL-LXVI -- Criticism, interpretation, etc. -- Congresses
Bible -- History of Biblical events -- Congresses.
LIBRARY :
Cen.lib-Stacks

DVD-0290
Operas -- Videorecordings
LIBRARY :
Music Reading Room

CD-4173
LIBRARY :
Music Reading Room

CD-4174
The burlesque trombone and Romantic trombone concertos [sound recording]
Djursholm, Sweden : Bis, 1995 (002532268 )
LIBRARY :
Music Reading Room

CD-4175
LIBRARY :
Music Reading Room

REC. JEWISH-8012
Synagogue music -- Sound recordings.
Jews -- Music -- Sound recordings.
LIBRARY :
Music Reading Room
REC. JEWISH-8013
Adler, Hyman, 1886-1967 performer. [Cantorial pieces]. [Detroit] : [B. Goldberg], [1940-56?] (002532397)
Synagogue music -- Sound recordings.
Songs, Yiddish -- Sound recordings.
Jews -- Music -- Sound recordings.
LIBRARY :
Music Reading Room

REC. JEWISH-8014
[Cantorial pieces and Yiddish songs]. [Detroit] : [B. Goldberg], [1956] (002532403)
Songs, Yiddish -- Sound recordings.
Synagogue music -- Sound recordings.
Jews -- Music -- Sound recordings.
LIBRARY :
Music Reading Room

CD-4176
Benno Moiseiwitsch [sound recording] [Netherlands] : Philips Classics, 1999. (002532421)
LIBRARY :
Music Reading Room

DVD-0291
Operas -- Videorecordings.
LIBRARY :
Music Reading Room

DVD-0292
Operas -- Videorecordings.
LIBRARY :
Music Reading Room

CD-4177
LIBRARY :
Music Reading Room
CD-4178
LIBRARY :
Music Reading Room

CD-4179
LIBRARY :
Music Reading Room

CD-4180
Music Reading Room

CD-4181
LIBRARY :
Music Reading Room

CD-4182
LIBRARY :
Music Reading Room

CD-4183
LIBRARY :
Music Reading Room

CD-4184
LIBRARY :
Music Reading Room
CD-4185
LIBRARY :
Music Reading Room

CD-4186
LIBRARY :
Music Reading Room

CD-4187
LIBRARY :
Music Reading Room

M 7 B11O7[NOV]
LIBRARY :
Music

M 11 T46E4
LIBRARY :
Music

M 25 B4N45[EMB]
Beethoven, Ludwig van, 1770-1827 composer. 6 variations on Nel cor piu by Paisiello : piano solo / Beethoven. [Budapest] : Edition Musica, [19--?]. (002532282)
LIBRARY :
Music

M 25 B783D45
LIBRARY :
Music
M 25 M9 K.511[S]
LIBRARY :
Music

M 35 B25C6
LIBRARY :
Music

M 324 S94H5[I]
LIBRARY :
Music

M 452 P93 op.92[I]
LIBRARY :
Music Reading Room

M 452 S56 op.49[I]
LIBRARY :
Music Reading Room

M 452 S94C65
LIBRARY :
Music Reading Room
M 452 S94T47
(002532441 )
LIBRARY :  
Music Reading Room

M 452 S567V6[I]
LIBRARY :  
Music Reading Room

M 1533 G68S69
LIBRARY :  
Music

M 1533 M33L5
LIBRARY :  
Music

M 1552 B7 op.92/3
LIBRARY :  
Music

M 1579 P56X6
Пипков, Любомир composer. Хорови песни / Любомир Пипков ; съставител и редактор Вера Баева. София : музика, 1977 (002533418 )
LIBRARY :  
Music

M 1734 B78B38
Folk songs, German.
LIBRARY :
Music

M 1738 B86F65
Folk songs, English -- England.
LIBRARY :
Music

M 1810 I872P38
Songs, Hebrew -- Israel (State).
LIBRARY :
Music

M 1850H.3 A334F73
Hanukkah -- Songs and music.
Jews -- Music.
LIBRARY :
Music

Hasidim -- Music.
Songs, Israel.
Songs, Hebrew.
LIBRARY:
Music


LIBRARY:
Music


LIBRARY:
Music


LIBRARY:
Music


LIBRARY:
Music
M 1621.4 D39I63
Theresienstadt (Concentration camp) -- Songs and music
Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945) -- Songs and music.
LIBRARY :
Music Reading Room

M 1630.18 S56V4
LIBRARY :
Music

ML 172 A785 1955
Music -- 500-1400 -- History and criticism.
LIBRARY :
Music

ML 172 S34S78
Music -- 500-1400 -- History and criticism.
Organ music.
LIBRARY :
Music

ML 410 D83B67
Dufay, Guillaume, 1397-1474
Music -- 500-1400.
LIBRARY :
Music
ML 1633 G45C3
Carnival songs -- Italy -- History and criticism.
Songs, Italian -- History and criticism.
Music -- Manuscripts -- Italy.
Music -- Manuscripts -- Catalogs.
LIBRARY :
Music

ML 270.2 P57M8
Pirro, Andre, 1869-1943 author. La musique á Paris : sous le règne de Charles VI (1380-1422) / André Pirro. Strassburg : Heitz, 1930 (002532320 )
Charles VI, King of France, 1368-1422,
Music -- France -- History and criticism.
Music -- 500-1400 -- History and criticism.
LIBRARY :
Music

ML 290.2 A78 1959
Music -- Italy -- 500-1400 -- History and criticism.
LIBRARY :
Music

ML 3082 I6 1988
Gregorian chants -- History and criticism.
Sacred vocal music -- 500-1400.
Music -- Congresses.
LIBRARY :
Music
Burnam, Edna Mae, 1907-2007 composer. A dozen a day / by Edna-Mae Burnam.
Piano -- Studies and exercises -- Juvenile.
LIBRARY :
Music